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WHAT LEVEL OF EFFECT IS A NO OBSERVED EFFECT?
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Abstract—The no observed effect concentration (NOEC) is currently a major summary statistic in ecotoxicity testing. Its use is
heavily criticized, partly because it is a poor estimator of ‘‘safe’’ chemical concentrations. In this short communication, we review
the limited information available on the percentage effect that corresponds with the NOEC, a value designated the ECNOEC, and
calculate ECNOEC values for fish growth data. The average ECNOEC for different test protocols was found to vary widely, with values
for chronic studies ranging from 10 to 34%. Individual results varied even more widely. This analysis suggests that the NOEC is
neither a consistent summary statistic nor an indicator of safe concentrations of toxic chemicals.
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test, you can ascertain whether there was an effect at a particular concentration with a specified chance of being wrong
(the Type I error), but when you do not detect a difference,
you cannot state that an effect was not present. Failure to reject
the null hypothesis of no difference does not mean that there
was no effect. The NOEC may not be a ‘‘safe,’’ no-effect
concentration because a large, biologically significant effect
may occur at a test concentration yet not be detected by a
hypothesis test. The ability to detect a statistically significant
effect depends not only on biological response but also on the
experimental design (e.g., number of replicates at each concentration and spacing of concentrations), variation within
treatments, and the power (1 2 b) of the applied statistical
test. The correct interpretation of error rates for hypothesis
testing is inconsistent with current application of the NOEC
in risk assessment. ‘‘The use of conventional hypothesis testing
procedures (with a 5 0.05 and b, the Type II/false negative
error rate, unconstrained) implies that it is very important to
avoid declaring that a concentration is toxic when it is not,
but it is not so important to avoid declaring that a concentration
is not toxic when it is’’ [8]. The emphasis on Type I error and
cursory consideration of Type II error are inconsistent with
risk assessment, in which the probability of not identifying a
problem is more of a concern than the possibility of falsely
noting a problem when one does not exist. Dixon [9,10] and
Erickson and MacDonald [11] identify a way of shifting the
focus back to an appropriate and statistically valid context.
They advocate the replacement of the conventional ANOVAderived NOEC approach with bioequivalence testing methods.
Second, the generally accepted a of 0.05 used to identify
statistical significance is a reasonable but arbitrary number. A
biologically adverse effect with an associated p 5 0.06 might
be ignored as insignificant if the assessor inappropriately applied the test a of 0.05 to hypothesis test results in a thoughtless
fashion. The term ‘‘significant’’ suggests a significant deviation from the null hypothesis, not biological significance.
Third, the NOEC is strongly affected by the specific con-

INTRODUCTION

Statistical analysis is essential for effective interpretation
of ecotoxicity test results. It allows estimation of summary
statistics such as the no observed effect concentration (NOEC)
and the median effective concentration (EC50) for continuous
or quantal data. Currently, two general approaches are used to
analyze such data [1]: (1) hypothesis tests that determine the
NOEC and lowest observed effect concentration (LOEC) and
(2) regression analyses that estimate an effect concentration,
for example, a 96-h LC50 (median lethal concentration) or
EC50.
The NOEC is the highest concentration in a test with a
mean response not differing significantly from the mean response of the control if compared statistically. The LOEC is
the lowest test concentration having a mean response that does
differ significantly from that of the control. Both are generated
by post-analysis of variance (ANOVA) multiple comparison
tests, such as Dunnett’s test [2].
The perceived advantage of the NOEC relative to regression-derived estimates, such as the LC50 or EC50, is that it
is easy to calculate, easy to understand, and is an important
component of current chemical and effluent risk assessment
procedures [3–5]. Its derivation does not require the assumption of a specific model, such as a lognormal concentrationeffect model. However, its application does carry the assumption of a toxic threshold: that there is no effect below some
threshold concentration. This threshold concentration is often
assumed to be between the NOEC and LOEC.
There are major disadvantages to the use of the NOEC that
are increasingly considered to be insurmountable [6,7] and
provide impetus for rejection of NOEC-associated methods.
Four of the most important disadvantages follow.
First, the current use of post-ANOVA testing to identify a
concentration at which there is no effect is a fundamentally
invalid interpretation of hypothesis testing. With a hypothesis
* To whom correspondence may be addressed
(m.crane@rhbnc.ac.uk).
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What is no observed effect?
Table 1. Percentage reduction in response corresponding to the
maximum acceptable toxicant concentration (MATC)a
Response
Parental generation survival after
spawning
Hatching success (hatch of normal
larvae)
Fecundity (eggs produced per female)
Larval survival to juvenile stage
Early juvenile weight
Weight/eggd
Lowest observed effect

nb

Mean Range
(%)
(%)c

13

20

0–61

16
27
40
52
24
77

12
42
19
20
35
28

0–69
0–87
0–71
0–44
0–71
0–84

a

The MATC was estimated to be the geometric mean of the no observed and lowest observed effects concentrations (modified from
table 2 of Suter et al. [12]).
b n 5 number of studies included the analysis.
c 0 was substituted for any values #0.1%.
d Weight/egg 5 ‘‘an integrative parameter [that was] created by multiplying the number of eggs exposed at each concentration by the
proportion hatching, the proportion of the larvae surviving, and the
weight of the survivors’’ [12].

centrations chosen for the test. The NOEC and LOEC can take
the values only of a tested concentration.
Finally, because the NOEC must be selected from one of
the test concentrations, there is no way of producing confidence
limits for it.
These and other shortcomings have led many ecotoxicologists to advocate gradual replacement of the NOEC approach
with a regression approach [6,7]. However, a temporary lack
of information needed to make this transition currently results
in a hesitancy to adopt the regression approach. As one important example of this lack of knowledge, the general response level (ECx) equivalent to the NOEC values from ecotoxicity tests has been addressed in only a few cases. Statements such as that of Stephan and Rogers [6] that ‘‘10 to 50%
adverse effect can occur at concentrations that are reported to
be no different from the control’’ underscore the possibility
that the level of effect at the NOEC might be quite high. Also,
the question emerges whether a statistic with such high effect
levels and wide variation is a valuable tool or simply another
source of uncertainty.
NO-EFFECT LEVELS IN THE LITERATURE

Several studies suggest, but do not directly provide, an
answer to the question of what level of effect is occurring at
the NOEC for conventional ecotoxicity tests. In one such study
[12], the geometric mean of the NOEC and LOEC was used
as a measure of the maximum acceptable toxicant concentration (MATC) of a large and diverse data set for chronic effects
on fish. These data were also used in regression analysis and
the percentage effect level corresponding to the MATC estimated with a regression model (Table 1). The MATC values
averaged from 12% (hatching success) to 42% (fecundity).
The average across all response scales was 28% with a wide
range from less than 0.1% to 84%. In other words, the effect
level equivalent to the MATC was roughly 28% with very
wide variation around this mean. On the basis of this and
additional analyses, Suter et al. [13] suggested that one should
not generally expect to detect an effect that was less than about
20 to 25%. Obviously the effect level for the NOEC would
be lower than that of the MATC.
Other studies also imply the general level of effect corre-
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Table 2. Summary of regression-derived percentages corresponding
to the no observed effect concentration (NOEC) from an OECD ring
test for Daphnia magna reproduction [14]
Toxicant
3,4-Dichloroaniline
Cadmium
Phenol

Mean (%)

Range (%)

8.8
9.6
9.0

0–37.1
1.4–19.3
0.1–31.9

sponding to a NOEC. In an analysis of Daphnia magna chronic
toxicity ring test data, the calculated least significant difference
for the post-ANOVA testing (Dunnett’s test) suggested that a
difference of 20 to 25% or higher could be seen as significantly
different from the control mean [14]. The least significant difference indicates how large a difference must be between the
control mean and any treatment mean in order to be judged
significant, based on a 95% confidence limit (i.e., 95% of the
times when such an experiment is done, a difference of this
magnitude would be detected with the hypothesis test). Focusing on the statistical power of the conventional Ceriodaphnia dubia reproductive effects test, Oris and Bailer [15] calculated that the least significant difference expected with 10
animals per treatment ranged from 31 to 100%. (Table 2 in
Norberg-King [16] suggested that the NOEC for this test corresponds to about the 25% effect level.) Similarly, van der
Hoeven [17] performed power analyses on standard ecotoxicity tests using Daphnia magna, Eisenia fetida, and Folsomia
candida. For D. magna, a drop in reproduction of 25% or
greater would have been detected in 95% of tests. However,
for the other two species, a reduction of 20% would have been
detected in only one of five tests. A decrease as large as 44%
was required to be detected in 8 of 10 tests with these two
species.
Few studies appear to go further by using regression to
estimate the effect levels corresponding to the NOEC: We
found only one study that answered this question directly.
Chronic toxicity to Daphnia magna was measured during a
ring test and regression methods used to estimate the level of
effect corresponding to the NOEC [14]. The NOEC values
(Table 2) corresponded to about a 10% level of effect; however,
there was wide variation (0–37%) among NOEC values.
We performed two additional analyses of existing data because directly relevant information was so limited in the literature.
ANALYSIS OF NO-EFFECT LEVELS IN FISH CHRONIC
TOXICITY TESTS

Chronic fish growth data
The first data set came from ring tests with the trout Oncorhynchus mykiss. These data were from 28-d juvenile
growth tests in which fish were exposed to 3,4 dichloroaniline
(DCA) or linear alkylbenzene sulfonate (LAS) [18,19]. These
data were analyzed in the following way.
An NOEC was calculated for each test result by using oneway ANOVA and an appropriate multiple comparison test. If
responses increased monotonically with increasing concentration, Williams’s test was used, as this is generally considered
to be among the most powerful under these circumstances [2].
Dunnett’s test was used if responses did not change monotonically with concentration [2].
The fish growth data were fish weights and growth rates
(i.e., continuous responses). The 28-d specific growth rate
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Table 3. ECNOEC values from the OECD fish growth ring test [18]

Test
substance Laboratory
DCA
DCA
DCA
DCA
DCA
DCA
DCA
DCA
DCA
LAS
LAS
LAS
LAS

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
1
3
6
6

NOEC
(mg/L)
55
158
26
54
49
147
146
126
54
826
1,130
390
880

Control mean
specific
growth rate Regression
(SGR)
intercept
3.12
2.29
2.99
2.56
3.35
3.22
1.00
2.14
2.49
3.66
2.77
2.74
3.16

(SGR) data from the OECD fish growth ring test were fitted
to a linear model [18]:
y 5 100[a(1 2 bx)]
where y 5 ECNOEC (the percentage effect at the NOEC), a 5
intercept (the estimated control specific growth rate), b 5 slope
of mean response, and x 5 NOEC.
Data from the ring test were included only if a NOEC could
be calculated using Williams’s test or Dunnett’s multiple comparison test [19]. Nine sets of data were used in which DCA
was the test chemical and four in which LAS was tested.
Table 3 shows ECNOEC values estimated from the fish growth
ring test. The median level of effect for the ECNOEC was 10.5%,
but values ranged from 3.4 to 38.4% for the DCA data and
from 3.3 to 24.1% for the LAS data.

3.21
2.41
2.82
2.58
3.33
3.24
1.02
1.90
2.60
3.69
2.88
2.60
3.17

Regression
slope

Regression
r2

ECNOEC
(mg/L)

20.00595
20.00332
20.00391
20.00252
20.00311
20.00240
20.00263
20.00148
20.00360
20.00058
20.00059
20.00023
20.00053

0.97
0.95
0.88
0.90
0.90
0.98
0.96
0.78
0.95
0.73
0.95
0.72
0.70

10.49
22.92
3.40
5.33
4.55
10.89
38.35
8.72
7.84
13.07
24.13
3.30
14.76

the most sensitive effect was about 28%. Suter [12] concludes
that an effect in the range of 20 to 25% is required for detection
in a conventional hypothesis test. Studies focusing on hypothesis test power or least significant difference also suggest
a similar effect level corresponding with the NOEC. The statistical power of the standard D. magna and C. dubia tests
would allow one to detect a 25% and a 31 to 100% effect
level, respectively. The few direct estimates of the average
effect level associated with a chronic NOEC range from about
10% (D. magna ring test and fish growth ring test) to 34%
(chronic fish mortality). It should be noted that ranges tend to
increase with the number of samples and that the ranges reported for these small sample sizes would probably increase
if there were more samples.

Variation in effect levels
Chronic lethality of fathead minnow to illustrate the test
dependence of the NOEC
The widely used data for fathead minnow (Pimephales promelas) chronic toxicity of sodium pentachlorophenol from Weber et al. [20] were analyzed by maximum likelihood estimation using a lognormal regression model, that is, the conventional probit analysis, except that the normal equivalent
deviate was used instead of the probit (a ‘‘normit’’ analysis).
The effect level was estimated from the normit model: Normal
equivalent deviate 5 1.457(log10 concentration) 2 3.920.
With this equation, the percentage effect level corresponding
to a NOEC can be estimated. However, as shown here, the
NOEC is strongly influenced by the power of the selected postANOVA test. Using Dunnett’s test, a NOEC of 256 mg/L was
estimated. The predicted normal equivalent deviate of 20.411
for a NOEC of 256 mg/L corresponds to a 34% effect level.
If the more powerful Williams’s test is used, the NOEC becomes 128 mg/L, which corresponds to an effect level of 19%.
Applying the less powerful Wilcoxon rank sum test results in
a NOEC of .512 mg/L, corresponding to an effect level of
.51%. Thus, the effect level can vary by more than a factor
of 2.5, depending only on the test applied to a data set.

Regardless of the specific test species, effect, or toxicant,
there was very wide variation in the effect level corresponding
to the NOEC. Some was associated with the system under
study.
Test design and computational methods created significant
variation. Assignment of the NOEC to a discrete treatment
concentration was an inherent source of variation. If one could
conduct an identical pair of toxicity tests, except that one test
would have many treatment levels and the second would have
only a few, the NOEC would usually be lower for the second
than for the first test. Occasionally, they would be the same
if the one highest level with no significant difference from the
mean happened to be the same for both studies. If two tests
were performed that varied only in the number of replicates
per treatment, the test with the most replicates would be more
likely to have a lower NOEC than the other. Finally, if identical
tests were done but results were analyzed with tests differing
in power (e.g., Williams’s test vs the Wilcoxon rank sum test),
the calculated NOEC would tend to be higher for the test
analyzed by the statistical method with the lowest power. All
these sources of variation exist in the analyzed data sets.

Biological relevance of the NOEC
CONCLUSIONS

Average effect levels for the NOEC
Studies of the MATC suggest upper limits for the effect
level at the NOEC. The MATC for effects on fish (Table 1)
suggests an upper limit that ranges widely. The average for

The biological relevance of the effect levels is extremely
important to consider when assessing the adequacy of the
NOEC for protecting species. On the basis of the minimal data
available for estimating chronic effect levels at the NOEC,
average effect levels ranged from 10 to 34%. More important,

What is no observed effect?

effect levels from individual tests ranged from nearly 0% to
nearly 100%. An undefined amount of this variation has its
source in the methods used to calculate the NOEC. Because
test power is rarely reported in primary literature or compilations of NOEC data, it is usually impossible to estimate how
much variation is associated with test design and statistics.
However, the studies cited here imply that the variation contributed by test design and statistics was significant. Thus, a
high NOEC could be entirely due to high variability in the
measured endpoint leading to low power to detect significant
differences between concentrations.
Despite the uncertainties inherent in extrapolating from laboratory ecotoxicity test results to effects on natural populations, the population fate at a NOEC corresponding to an effect
level approaching 100% mortality, reproductive failure, or
growth inhibition is fairly easy to predict. Populations would
rapidly go extinct. Some NOEC values reported in the cited
studies approached 100% effect [15]. Similarly, several power
analyses suggested that the NOEC method would detect some
effects only at extremely high effect levels. In light of these
findings, it would be unreasonable to suggest that such NOECs
provide reliable information on safe concentrations of toxic
chemicals.
The analyses in this report were based on only a few studies
while summarizing many others but clearly show the theoretical and practical inadequacies of the NOEC. Summarizing
ecotoxicity data as a NOEC provides a compromised picture
of chemical safety in the environment. In most cases, a risk
assessor using NOEC values will have no way of knowing
whether these values are indicative of low, medium, or high
effects on the endpoint of interest, but the NOEC is rarely if
ever an indicator of no effect. There are many uncertainties
in risk assessment, some due to inherent variability in natural
systems and thus intractable. The NOEC is an artificial construct, and the uncertainties associated with its use can be
eliminated simply by replacing it with statistical summaries
of transparent consistency, accuracy, and precision.
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